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Celebrate the 20th anniversary of Pixar Animation Studios with film and concept art from every Pixar

feature-length and short film to date.
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When I bought this, I was expecting them as the description states, coiled and in a box. When they

arrived, to my suprise, they are not coil bound at all, but each postcard is loose and kept inside the

box. This was great, as I was planning on putting some of these in frames around the house

anyways.The price....let me tell you, they are worth it. If you work it out, thats about 17Ã‚Â¢ each,

where most generic postcards go for $1 or more. The artwork covers all the features and shorts

from Pixar to date, including their upcoming feature Cars.After showing these to my animation

collegues, they agree, this is one purchase you cannot be without if you are a lover of Pixar's work.

These postcards are of a great. The image colors are vibrant, the cardstock is thick and druable,

and there's plenty of space for both the address and a message. The images are from a wide

variety of both wildly popular and somewhat more obscure Pixar films. They are not all screen-ready

images, but also include conceptualization/drawing-board and story-board images as well. It's a

great variety of neat cards!

This was a great set of postcards, real high quality paper stock. My intention was to use them to



mail to my nephew away at school, but once my kids saw the cards, they all took some for their

walls to hang. With 100 cards there is plenty to go around. My favorite is the old man from the toy

story shorts...

I originally bought these because they were such a good price and I wanted to send them off for

Postcrossing. WRONG. After going through them, I decided I had to buy a set to keep for

myself!There are NO duplicates- all 100 postcards are original. There's a lot of really great concept

art, shorts, random art, and just beautiful cards. They're great, heavy, quality and they come in a

decorative box. Movies I found cards from include A Bug's Life, Cars, Geri's Game, Monster's Inc,

Toy Story (1 & 2), The Incredibles, One Man Band, The Adventures of Andre and Wally B, Finding

Nemo, Knick Knack, Red's Dream, Boundin', For the Birds, and Tin Toy, but I may be missing some

as there are so many to go through.I would very highly recommend these cards for anyone.

I am very pleased with these cards - sketches, posters & scenes from movies. I will have fun

sending these. And, 100! What a price for 100 cards!

The postcards are beautifully constructed and decorated. There are a few dud cards that you would

never really use, but the majority of them are well designed.These are classy post cards, and the

price isn't bad either.The only complaint is the box they came in was slightly crushed, I don't think

the storage box was built strong enough to be shipped well, but all the cards still came in good

shape.

I wanted the postcards to send to my postcard pen pals all over the world. Pixar movies are very

popular. Unfortunately, too many of these cards are of production art. Great for those interested in

the animation and art creation process. Not so great for people trying to send something

recognizable to fellow postcard collectors. I was pretty disappointed. I will probably end up using

30% of the images and recycling the rest.

Beautiful postcards.Be aware there are some postcards of film images in here, but not all the

postcards are screenshots of the big time characters in the hit Pixar movies. Some show character

studies, concept art, and non-computer graphic renderings in pastel or other traditional media of the

animation before its animation. There are a good amount showing lesser known film shorts, too,

which are no less Pixar than their box office counterparts but definitely less recognizable.Great



inspiration for the aspiring artist. I love seeing character renderings, pastel concept art from Finding

Nemo, and other select art. Personally, I love this kind of stuff and it is beautiful, simple packaging.

Know what you're buying, though, so you are satisfied with it.
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